Who we are

Desasolar born in 2022 from the experiences of two companies, leading groups in Italy respectively in the distribution of electronic products and in import-export with China, in response to the serious energy crisis in Italy and worldwide. Thanks to a highly qualified team we can offer green energy solutions both for companies and installers and for final consumers.

Our mission is to distribute the best GREEN products in terms of efficiency and reliability, paying the utmost attention to quality and price to meet the needs of our customers, thanks also to an advanced logistics system that allows us to deliver quickly throughout Italy.

Product description

- **SOLAR PANELS** with mono & polycrystalline, Perc, Half cell, Shigled, Bifacial technology
- **MOUNTING STRUCTURES** built with flexibility both for industrial and residential use
- **BATTERIES** for domestic and industrial energy storage systems
- **INVERTERS** for commercial and industrial PV and battery storage
- **CONTROLLERS AND OPTIMIZERS** to control the voltage of the panels depending on the solar radiation
- **WALLBOX** for domestic charge and **MAXI-CHARGERS** for commercial parking, fleets, gas stations, charging operator solutions